
Love

I have loved and been loved, I have experienced pain and

heartbreak. To experience love to its fullest you must also

experience the downsides to it. There must be good times

and bad times. I have felt the most overwhelming love from

partners sharing themselves with me, learning new things

about them and also in the process discovering myself. I

have felt love as a baby enters my family, with soft

fingertips pressing onto my hand as it clenches, eager

and ready to experience this world yet again. I have loved

friends and even felt a sort of love for strangers. To think that

out of the entire population of the planet that our fate is

somehow converging with this person, we're sharing an

interaction with them and to feel such love for them. It is a

mind-blowing concept.

Ashumans,weneed to thinkof love asmore of a state of being

as opposed to an emotion that one feels. If we can accomplish

it as a state of being then all things become love, everything

that you do becomes full of love and all things are love.



Compassion

Compassion should be a huge fundamental of any person trying

to attain a higher vibration. Actually, compassion should be an

integral part of any individual just trying to be a decent human

being. I always adore giving my time to people, especially if

they are in dire need of it, to show them some compassion

and to show them some love art of me always thought it

was selfish because it became an exchange. I would do

something for them but I wouldn't leave empty handed. The

word "Mudit" in Sanskrit means a sympathetic joy and delight

from helping people in need and gaining a sense of fulfilment

from their happiness and well-being. Should you honestly give

that homeless guy some change? what if he spends it on drugs

or alcohol. That's usually your first thought, but what if he

genuinely needs the money for food.

Should you help a friend or family member in their time of

need? If you have the means to do so, you should. Perhaps

that little bit of compassion will change someone's life and

maybe it won't. At least it'll make you feel good and enrich

your life.


